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The Point hours of operation
7:00am – 8:00pm
Open 7 days a week to residents only!










Thanksgiving Brunch

America the Beautiful
Chinatown in San Francisco
Asbury Dining Room




It was a whirlwind experience from first entertaining the idea of “what if” to the actual day of the big move. The research, the big
purge, two closings (a sale and a purchase), the move itself, and then the ongoing
process of getting settled and nesting. Whew! Looking back, I’m amazed at all we
accomplished in a short amount of time. It was truly by the grace of God that things
lined up the way they did in order for everything to fall into place to make our dream
become a reality.
Flash forward: The past two years have looked a lot different than I would have ever
imagined. No doubt we all experienced some level of fear, anxiety and depression
over the pandemic. Each of us had the opportunity to take stock of how we spend our
time, who we spend our time with and what truly makes us happy.
After decades of studies on depression, modern science now tries to understand the
mechanism of happiness. By studying people’s “happiness level” around the world,
researchers have identified that happy people live better. They are more productive,
in better health, and live longer!
By studying identical twins, scientists have discovered that our happiness level is due
to our genes. This “Genetic Set Point” accounts for 50% of our happiness. Work,
money, social status, health - all combined only account for 10% of our happiness.
The remaining 40% comes from intentional daily actions that we take to improve our
happiness level. The science of happiness is not just about just thinking, but positive
action as well.
This month we will be screening the 2011 feature documentary “Happy” that explores
the meaning of human happiness through interviews with people from all walks of life
in 14 different countries, whose lives illustrate the newest findings of positive
psychology.
We have also planned an encore screening of the 2021 CC Young’s “Got Talent
Show.” Hats off to each of the cast members who took a risk and made themselves
vulnerable by putting themselves out there to make others smile. Mission
accomplished!!
As November is officially known as Gratitude Month, we will also air an encore
presentation of the first Gratitude-A-Palooza Parade held here on our campus in
2019. I’ve been inspired recently to keep a gratitude journal inspired by the artwork in
this article. What are you grateful for this season?
It bears repeating: An attitude of gratitude…is a game changer!
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A photo memory popped up on my Facebook
account reminding me of the two year anniversary of a major milestone for my family – the
purchase of our first home here in East Dallas
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What Does It Mean to Be Grateful?

Gratitude isn't just in our head: It takes root in our heart and in our senses, for one
beautiful moment…and then the next. Here are three ways to practice gratitude, from a.m.
to p.m.
https://www.mindful.org/what-does-it-mean-to-be-grateful/
What does it mean to be grateful? Thankfully, it
doesn’t mean convincing yourself of some bogus
notion that everything’s fine and dandy. Living
your life with gratitude means choosing to focus
your time and attention on what you appreciate.
The goal is not to block out difficulties, but to
approach those difficulties from a different
perspective. Appreciation softens us. It soothes
our turbulent minds by connecting us with the
wonderfully ordinary things, great and small, that we might otherwise take for granted.
Go ahead and take gratitude for a spin right now. Think of anything at all in your life that
you can feel thankful for: that driver who yielded when you realized you were in the wrong
lane, the fact that the sun rose this morning, any quality in yourself that you admire. When
you’re thankful, how does your body respond? Is there a sense of lightness? Tingling?
Warmth? In what way does expressing gratitude change your outlook? Might there be a
connection between gratitude and happiness?
Gratitude can help us see that not everything is terrible—not all the time, anyway.
Practicing gratitude can keep our hearts open to the tenderness in our daily experiences.
There are so many things to be grateful for. Take trees, for example. Trees freely provide
fruit and shelter and even offer themselves as climbing gyms for the young, the old, and
what-the-heck-are-you-thinking-get-down-from-there Nana! The wild kingdoms of plants
and animals are exuberant, colorful, and extravagant. We are surrounded by abundance
and yet mindlessly whirl into automatic pilot, losing sight of life’s nourishing wonders.
The same is true of people. Have you ever picked up someone else’s socks, or held a
door open for a stranger, or let someone else have the remote? When no one bothers to
thank you, how does it feel? And who do you fail to thank? Remember: Offering our
appreciation to one another is a powerful way to strengthen and even repair emotional
bonds. Try it. It’s free.
Offering our appreciation to one another is a powerful way to strengthen and even
repair emotional bonds. As we cultivate greater appreciation for what is around us,
we can include being thankful for what’s inside of us. We can delight in and feel grateful
for our own unique talents and strengths. Perhaps you have a knack for making people
laugh, or for being an astute listener. Or maybe you can thank yourself for just getting out
of bed and making it through the day. We can be grateful that we have a heart, a mind,
and the wisdom to know how to live with kindness and compassion.
HERE ARE SOME SIMPLE GRATITUDE TIPS THAT YOU CAN TRY STARTING RIGHT
NOW:
1. Say “thank you!” Who doesn’t want to be appreciated for their efforts? Saying thanks
can be a gift, and one that feels pretty good, too!
2. Remember what you appreciate most. When you’re feeling low, take a moment and
write down some things that spark gratitude in you, like:• The pleasure of the spring
sun• A stirring piece of music or art• A delicious or nutritious meal• A child’s laughter,
a stranger’s sweet smile, a shared moment of joy
3. Pay attention to your emotions. Describe in as much detail as possible how your
body feels when you express gratitude. Which emotions accompany these bubbly
feelings? What kind of thoughts do you notice? When you begin to turn more
frequently toward the things you appreciate, the world increasingly opens to reveal
that there is always some small thing for which you can be grateful.
This article appeared in the April 2018 issue of Mindful magazine.

Crews News!
By Russell Crews
President and CEO
November 2021

We concluded October with many CCY team members attending the 17th Annual Economic Summit held
by the Greater East Dallas Chamber of Commerce. Based on information shared there, it’s safe to say the
DFW metroplex, and specifically East Dallas, is leading the pandemic rebound with increased population
growth, increased building permits, increased planning/growth, and general optimism. CC Young is no
different in that our census is increasing and we are offering new services such as our Hospice General
In-Patient and OSHER Lifelong Learning with the University of North Texas. These are all reasons for
optimism as we look forward to 2022.
I am happy to share with you another reason for excitement and optimism on our campus. We are moving
forward with finishing the new space for The Clinic at CC Young which will be in The Vista, ground level,
across from the Wood Shop. Architectural plans are being finalized and we are applying for a building
permit to proceed. We do not have a timeline from the city on the approval process; however, once that
permit is approved, we can move forward with construction. Our internal team will be in charge of the
construction project which will save us money and aggravation not having to deal with outside contractors.
Flu vaccine clinics were completed at the end of October. COVID-19 booster clinics and staff are being
scheduled through the first two weeks of November.
With all these news combined, there is definitely reason for excitement and optimism on our campus!
Thank you for your continued support!

Village Update

By Jen Griffin
Vice President, Engagement
November 2021
I am stunned it’s November and this year is almost over. Are you?
As with every year end, we have an opportunity to look back and assess where we’ve been.
This year I choose to focus on gratitude. I am literally grounding myself with gratitude that we are
where we are after the journey we’ve been through.
We continue to see articles everywhere about the social, spiritual and emotional impact of the
pandemic. One common thread is that the pandemic forced us to slow down, be still, redefine and
reposition our priorities. What really matters? Where should we spend our energies? How do we
define our worth? How do we make an impact? Those are all questions that have
festered as a result of restricted activity. Are there more questions, thoughts, and inspirations
you’ve had in the last months? This is a good time of year to summarize those thoughts and
feelings as we launch the new year.
Looking forward, I can see a brighter future ahead of us. By the end of November, those who
choose it will have received their annual flu shot and the COVID-10 vaccine booster. We will have
celebrated Thanksgiving – perhaps with more family than last year. We will soon be celebrating
Christmas and New Year. And then, we move on to 2022 which is shaping up to be the perfect
year to celebrate our centennial! Yes, indeed! Brighter days are ahead of us with a big year
already planned!
Word of the day/week/month/year: Gratitude!
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Resident Birthdays

First Name
Sarah
Linda
Patsy
Margaret
Harold
Suzanne
Don
Marzelle
Mary
James
Mary
Robert
Nick
John
Joan
Charles
Lowrance
Pat
Neil
Harold
Nancy
Joy
Ann
Amy
Michele
Harry
Lanny
James
Kathleen
Peggy
Patti
Linda
Ann
MaryEllen
Virginia
Jo
Anna
Bob
Shirley
Gibb
Tracy
Flora
William
Betty
Sharon
Ted
Dorothy

November Team Birthdays

Employee Last Name
Leguizamo
Williams

Employee First Name
Dolores
Felisha

Birthdate
1
2

Department
EVS Housekeeping
HC Nursing

Miller
Michael
Jones
Mays
Swaby
Agbodeka
Steen
Valadez
Trigg

Christine
Khalilah
Arreaona
Lisa
Doreth
David
Theodore
Brandy
Stephanie

2
3
3
4
4
4
6
6
7

Resident Services
HC Nursing
HC Nursing
Umphress Terrace
Home Services
EVS Maintenance
Dining Services
Assisted Living
Rehab Therapy

Buis
Haworth
Lemus
Brigham
Cole
Tunde
Hawkins
White
Martinez

Lindsey
Jennifer
Maximina
Yvonne
Anna
Helene
Jennifer
Carleen
Oscar

7
7
7
8
9
11
12
13
13

Rehab Therapy
Dining Services
HC Nursing
HC Nursing
HC Nursing
Memory Support
HC Nursing
Assisted Living
EVS Maintenance

Chua
Galaw
Weber
Benson
Baur
Fiedler
Vangeison
Potts
Williams

Marie
Fikirte
Rachel
Jennifer
Maegan
Jared
Mark
Shyna
Rondi

13
14
14
15
15
15
16
16
19

Rehab Home Health
HC Nursing
Dining Services
Resident Services
Sales
Rehab Therapy
Pastoral
Business Office
HC Nursing

Salas
Madkins
Whiteside
Pasha
Diaz
Wade
Griffin
Guzman
Okeowo
Brown

Ma Del Carmen
Dawn M
Christel
Maria
Cindy
Eboni
Jennifer
Alondra
Adeola
Laquita

19
20
20
21
21
21
22
23
27
28

EVS Housekeeping
Hospice
Administration
Dining Services
EVS Housekeeping
Dining Services
Community Outreach
Dining Services
HC Nursing
HC Nursing

Grant

Sherwanda

29

Home Services

Employee Name
Caroll S Dodd
Damia Qualls
Hillary Schahuber
Jaci S Rivas
Jared Fiedler
Jason A Moffett Jr
Jeremy Morgan
Kristen Qualls
Leslie Thomas
Lindsey Buis
Lori Sanders
Victor I Morrow
Abel O Mabeya
Rosalind C Harley
Sherica S Gilliam
Brittany Schahuber
Celina Borjon
Christel Whiteside
Georgia Kiriakos
Ireneo Candela Jr
Jair A Lopez
Kelsi S Smith
Lynne Lee
Nirav Purohit
Rachel B Korodan
Sirena Wallace
Stephanie D Trigg
Elizabeth Smith
Kevin M Wells
Lacresha D Jamison
LaDerek P Bell
Jocelyn Alonso
Mirella Delgado Toledo
Leyepea Zuo
Mutiu O Olumakin
Ana Castillo
Benice Achoronye
Chris G Jackson
Marguerite Murerwa
Richard L McDavid
Hyrene Onchwari
Alondra Guzman
Mary M Nyamanya
Mariama P Sow
Maria Cecilia Rauschuber
Genet K Hailu
Tojuade S Ayoola

Hire Date
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/1/2019
11/2/2020
11/2/2020
11/2/2020
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/4/2019
11/5/2018
11/6/2017
11/9/2020
11/9/2020
11/10/2018
11/16/2020
11/17/2003
11/17/2020
11/18/2015
11/18/2019
11/18/2019
11/18/2015
11/18/2019
11/19/2014
11/20/2017
11/20/2017
11/23/2020
11/27/2017
11/30/2020
11/30/2020

# Yrs
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
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1
1
3
1
18
1
6
2
2
6
2
7
4
4
1
4
1
1

Department
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Home Health
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
HC Nursing
Assisted Living
HC Nursing
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
HC NSG Administration
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
EVS Housekeeping
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Home Health
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Therapy
Rehab Home Health
Rehab Therapy
Hospice
Sales
HC Nursing
Dining Services
Dining Services
EVS Housekeeping
Memory Support
HC Nursing
Dining Services
HC Nursing
Rehab Therapy
Memory Support
EVS Maintenance
HC Nursing
Dining Services
HC Nursing
Dining Services
Administration
Home Services
EVS Housekeeping

Top things to know about
the Day of the Dead
History
Day of the Dead originated several
thousand years ago with the Aztec, Toltec,
and other Nahua people, who considered
mourning the dead disrespectful. For these
pre-Hispanic cultures, death was a natural
phase in life’s long continuum. The dead were
still members of the community, kept alive in
memory and spirit—and during Día de los
Muertos, they temporarily returned to Earth.
Altars
The centerpiece of the celebration is an altar,
or ofrenda, built in private homes and
cemeteries. These aren’t altars for
worshipping; rather, they’re meant to
welcome spirits back to the realm of the living. As such, they’re loaded with offerings—
water to quench thirst after the long journey,
food, family photos, and a candle for each
dead relative. Decorated with The calavera
Catrina, skulls that represent “Todos somos calaveras,” a quote that means “we are
all skeletons.” Underneath all our manmade
trappings, we are all the same.
Food of the dead
You work up a mighty hunger and thirst
traveling from the spirit world back to the
realm of the living. At least that’s the
traditional belief in Mexico. Some families
place their dead loved one’s favorite meal on
the altar. Other common offerings: Pan de
muerto, or bread of the dead, is a
typical sweet bread (pan dulce).
Costumes
Day of the Dead is an extremely social
holiday that spills into streets and public
squares at all hours of the day and night.
Dressing up as skeletons is part of the fun.
People of all ages have their faces artfully
painted to resemble skulls, and, mimicking
the calavera Catrina, they don suits and
fancy dresses. Many revelers wear shells or
other noisemakers to amp up the
excitement—and also possibly to rouse the
dead and keep them close during the fun.
Day of the Dead today
Día de los Muertos is more popular than
ever—in Mexico and, increasingly, In
Texas and abroad. The most authentic
celebrations take place in Mexico. If you find
yourself in Mexico City the weekend before
Day of the Dead, make sure to stop by
the grand parade where you can join
in on live music and other activities in
celebration throughout the city.
Countless communities in Mexico
celebrate Day of the Dead, but
styles and customs differ by
region.

Senior Life
Ministry

In the tradition of Rev. Christopher Conley
Young, our Senior Life Ministry Team offers
a variety of pastoral care services for our
residents, families and all team members.
We provide opportunities for spiritual
growth at every age and every circumstance.

Sunday Morning Worship Service
Led by Rev. Kellie Sanford & Rev. Mike Nichols
Liturgist: Mark Vangeison, Pianist: James Anthony
Trumpeter: John Gould, Special vocalist weekly
Sundays at 9:30am
Hillside Blue Chapel
In-person limited seating.
60 people max. Masks required.
Sundays at 11:00am
Point Auditorium. Broadcast Live On Ch. 81
In-person limited seating.
60 people max.
Deepening Your Connection:
Fellowship, Word and Study with Rev. Kellie Sanford
Wednesdays at 2:00pm
In-person, limited spots.

All Saints Service
Tuesday, November 2
6:30pm
Contact Senior Life Ministry
Rev. Kellie Sanford
972-261-3015 / ksanford@ccyoung.org
Rev. Mike Nichols
469-400-2858 / mnichols@ccyoung.org

Alzheimer’s and Dementia Caregiver
Support Group at CC Young
Wednesday, November 10 at 4:00pm
in Flagpole Hill Classroom at The Point
Led by Elena Jeffus, Volunteer Manager, and
Brian Parman, Director of The Point.
Anyone caring for a loved one with dementia
is encouraged to attend.
Join us for a short program, some
conversation, and a listening ear.
Total Hearing provides
complimentary
hearing aid cleanings and
hearing screenings.
There will be a charge for
wax removal and for
purchasing hearing aids.

2nd Tuesday of every month
9:00am – 11:00am at The Point
OR
th
4 Tuesday of every month
2:00pm – 4:00pm at The Point
Book Your Appointment by calling:
Total Hearing 214-987-4114.

Knotty
Knitters
Thursdays at 10:00am

Knotty Knitters expands to include Crafty Crocheters!

Active

Active

https://www.beaumont.org/health-wellness/blogs/health-benefits-of-coloring-for-adults

Winners from CC Young!
THAT PRECIOUS MOMENT CALLED NOW
Now is a very special time.
Now is when everything is done.
It lasts for a certain time, then there is a new, fresh Now.
You live with this every day.
That precious moment called Now.
Think of it as if you were writing your life story,
Writing with a pen onto paper.
A fountain pen, ink supply contained inside.
Ink flows from the pen to the paper, then rapidly dries.
When it flows onto the paper is Now.
That precious moment called Now.
The ink that has dried on the paper is your life history,
Everything you have ever done, said, or thought.
Everything, good or bad, that has ever happened to you.
All your I’m Glad I Dids and all your I Wish I Hads.
Never has been another life history like yours.
Never will be another life history like yours.
A permanent record of your very special life until Now.
That precious moment called Now.
You are writing that history all day, every day.
The Now moment keeps moving as the ink flows.
The dried ink on the paper is your recorded past.
The ink sloshing around inside the pen is your unknown future.
In your head is your dim vision of that future.
Between your past and your future lies Now.
That precious moment called Now.

That moment is about a second when writing your history.
But you are not writing your history, you are living your life.
For that, the same general rules apply, the past is your life
up to Now and your future is still undetermined.
You can’t live in the past and you can’t live in the future.
Between your past and your future is the present, which is today.

Bill McMillin
3rd Place Winner
for his Poem
“That Precious Moment
Called Now”

One day, today, is the new precious moment,
That special time when everything is done.
That precious moment called Now.
Is a whole day a precious moment?
That’s not the question.
What part of your lifetime does a day represent?
Yes, a day is a precious moment of your lifetime.
In that precious moment you deserve to be living a full, rich life.
A life filled with the adventure of being alive.
No looking back mournfully into your past.
No looking forward to the shadowy future,
But focused on the joy of another day,
To enjoy all it has to offer,
To take all the steps you need to move confidently into that future,
And to do all this today, Now.
That precious moment called Now.
Bill McMillin
August, 2021

Rozina Vlasimsky
3rd Place Winner
In Master Works entry
for her Painting
“The Nymph”

